
OPERATION BIRTHDAY PLANNING

FOOD IDEAS

HOT ON THE TRAIL PARTY MIX
Pretzels
Fish-shaped Crackers
Golden Raisins
Cheese Puffs

Mix together and place in a bowl.

UNDERCOVER SPECIAL 
Fish Sticks & Fries served with three secret sauce mixes. 
Play a tasting game to see who can guess the sauces correctly.

1. Ketchup
2. Ranch 
3. Tartar Sauce

SPYGHETTI
Make spaghetti with sauce for the spies in training.

MYSTERY MUNCHIES
Turn granola bars into mystery munchies, cover the bar 
with a mystery wrapper.

POLAR PENGUIN PUNCH WITH SWIMMING FISH
INGREDIENTS
1 package blue, berry fl avored unsweetened drink mix
2 liter lemon-lime carbonated beverage
64 oz white cranberry juice
1 cup white sugar or to taste
1 package of fi sh-shaped candy

INSTRUCTIONS
In a large punch bowl, stir together the drink mix, lemon-lime soda and 
white cranberry juice. Taste, and stir in sugar to your liking. 

Create the ice-cubed fi sh by placing one fi sh into each cube of an ice 
tray. Cover with punch mix and freeze. Add the frozen fi sh cubes to the 
punch bowl and serve.

COVERT CUPCAKES
Make cupcakes, frost with orange frosting. Use the cupcake wrappers 
and toppers to decorate cupcakes.

GAMES

WHOʼS WHO
Trace kidsʼ hands on black construction paper, number them and tape 
to a wall. Have kids try to fi gure out whose hand is whose.

AGENT OR VILLAIN
Duck, Duck, Goose style game. The chosen spy goes around the circle 
tapping each child and saying “agent.” When they wish to chase 
someone around the circle, they say “villain” and the child to make it 
around the circle last then becomes the spy.

CODE BREAKER
This treasure hunt style group game is played using a locked box and 
hidden clues. Use the penguin feet to trace and cut out 10 of them on 
orange construction paper. Write clues on each foot, and place them 
in hiding spots. The fi nal clue will reveal the secret code or password. 
The agents have to say the secret code to the master agent (an adult in 
charge) and they will give the go-ahead to unlock the mystery box. Fill 
the box with goodies or party favors. 

SPY TRAINING
Create a laser training course by using red yarn and masking tape. 
Tape the yarn to the walls of a long corridor or hallway and have 
the kids try to move through it without touching the lasers. Things to 
consider: keep the yarn taut but not tight, vary the placement of lasers, 
as well as the space between lasers (more space for younger kids).

SPY KIT

Download the free printable 
Penguins Spy Kit for more 
fun games and activities.







PARTY 
BANNER

• Make a banner by stringing pieces together.
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MISSION ESSENTIALS

Cut along the solid 
outlines and fold 
along the dotted lines. 
Signs can be used to 
label food and other 
party activities.
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PENGUIN 
FEET GAME



PENGUIN SPY WORD SEARCHBINOCULARS
CHEEZY DIBBLES
CIPHER
CLASSIFIED
CORPORAL
DAVE
DISGUISE
ESCAPE
EVA
FINGERPRINTS
HEADQUARTERS
INTELLIGENCE
KOWALSKI
MASTERMIND
MISSION
NORTHWIND
OCTAVIUS BRINE
OPERATIVE
PRIVATE
RICO
SHORT FUSE
SKIPPER
VILLAIN

ANSWERS

(Over,Down,Direction) 

BINOCULARS(1,11,E)

CHEEZYDIBBLES(13,13,NW)

CIPHER(1,5,SE)

CLASSIFIED(10,14,W)

CORPORAL(8,10,NW)

DAVE(10,7,E)

DISGUISE(6,4,E)

ESCAPE(13,5,W)

EVA(1,7,S)

FINGERPRINTS(14,1,W)

HEADQUARTERS(1,13,E)

INTELLIGENCE(13,12,NW)

KOWALSKI(12,3,W)

MASTERMIND(10,12,W)

MISSION(13,11,NW)

NORTHWIND(9,10,NW)

OCTAVIUSBRINE(15,13,N)

OPERATIVE(1,15,E)

PRIVATE(14,8,N)

RICO(10,15,E)

SHORTFUSE(4,2,E)

SKIPPER(1,4,SE)

VILLAIN(14,15,N)






